
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a power plant. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for power plant

Manage removed engines through SWA engine shop to minimize SWA
turnaround time
Uses and assists in developing forecasting models and other planning tools
Produce a schedule for Engine /APU removals and replacement, executing
such work through Hanger planning
Work Interdepartmentally vendors to create engine asset management and
visibility
Maintain protection of the environment and the health and safety of our
employees, contractors, and the communities in which we operate and or
transport our products, as our highest priority
Manage the operations to meet or exceed the business goals for operational
excellence and improved cost control, quality, reliability and productivity
Create a respectful, team environment among the workforce and develop
employees for roles of increasing responsibility
Monitors deliverable commitments, their corresponding schedule and
resource requirements at appropriate intervals regarding work-in-progress
and any operations problems or delays
Set operational priorities and allocate resources to meet the operational and
business needs
Develop initiatives and projects to maintain and improve the operations in
areas of safety, environmental, reliability, cost reduction and productivity

Qualifications for power plant

Example of Power Plant Job Description
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You have some years' experience within Product Development, Engineering,
B-2-B Product Management in the wind industry, or other relevant industries
such as utilities, system operators or similar
Direction of plant operations complying with Federal and State regulations
directly impacts on the company liability and public image and ultimately can
affect the cost of product
Administration of the Company - Union labor Agreement (CBA) effects
productivity and plant morale
Willing and able to work different hours to meet operational need be able to
understand ever increasing customer need to achieve highest customer
satisfaction
Core qualification at Trade, Advanced Diploma or Degree level in Electrical
,Mechanical or Instrument Engineering discipline
Experience in operation of large interconnected industrial plant


